Swami Vivekanand Modern Public School
Dear Students,
Time has come to give you a relief from the scorching heat. As the
temperature soars up, the desire for vacation also goes up.
Now, the students have time to think about themselves, plan for holidays
in a productive manner. You must be having many innovative ideas in
mind for recreation.
So, here we are providing you with creative holiday homework to enhance
your potential and interests. So enjoy while studying.
“HAPPY VACATION”
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (SESSION 2019-20)
CLASS:- III
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
1. Do one page cursive writing everyday. Write 3 new words daily.
2. Write poem ‘What is pink?’ on a chart paper with colourful pictures.
3. Write 20 words each of nouns, verbs and adjectives.
4. Write 5 sentences each on ‘My Mother’, ‘My Birthday Party’.
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
1. Paste 5 objects of different shapes on A3 size sheet and decorate it
2. Learn and write tables 2 to 15 (2 times)
3. Do 5 sums on addition and subtraction upto thousand (4 digits) daily.
4. Learn and write months and days (2 times).
SUBJECT: SCIENCE
1. Collect different types of leaves and paste it on A3 size sheet, and make an album
of it.
2. Draw water cycle on chart paper.
3. Write 5 Safety Rules on Road on A3 size sheet.
4. Draw or Paste 5 sense organs on A3 size sheet and write about them.
SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES

1. Lean and write Question-Answers of chapter1 and 2.
2. Make a chart on Indian States and Union Territories.
3. Paste pictures of different types of pollution and write about them. (Scrap book).
4. Write the uses of water and make a diagram of water cycle. (Scrap book)
5. Make a model of Globe.
SUBJECT: COMPUTERS
1. Make a colourful collage on ‘Parts of a Computer’ and label them in A3/A4 sheet.
2. Lean all the work done in textbook and notebook.
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NOTE:

- Learn all the work done in your notebook.
- Do all the work in creative manner.
- Make a separate notebook or sheets, chart papers, folders etc. for
holiday home work.

